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Before
INDUSTRY CANADA
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

In the Matter of                      ) Notice Number
Licence Exempt-Local Area   ) DGTP-010-98
Networks in the 5GHz Range ) June 1998

COMMENTS OF IEEE 802 LAN/MAN STANDARDS COMMITTEE.

Introduction

IEEE 802, the LAN/MAN Standards Committee (“the Committee”) respectfully submits the

following comments in response to the document entitled “Proposed Spectrum Policy For Licence

Exempt Wireless Local Area Networks in the 5GHz Range.”

The Committee shares Industry Canada’s concern about the development of a diversity of

wireless access facilities to promote a world-class information infrastructure and particular

interest in high-speed computer connections and the delivery of multimedia services.

The Committee’s standard on Wireless LAN Media Access Control and Physical Layer

Specification, IEEE Std 802.11 - 1997, operates in the 2450 MHz ISM band using spread

spectrum procedures under 47 CFR 15.247 in the US and RS 210 in Canada, as well as other

regulatory domains. The Committee has initiated work on a draft standard for operation in the 5

GHz range, to support a wide range of innovative LE-LAN system and device applications.

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. (IEEE) is a USA-based international

professional organization with more than 325,000 members representing a broad segment of the

computer and communications industries.  More than 58,000 members are from outside the USA.

Within the IEEE, the IEEE Standards Association (IEEE-SA) is an ANSI accredited standards

development organization.
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The IEEE 802 LAN/MAN Standards Committee (IEEE 802) operates under the IEEE-SA to

produce specific interoperability standards for Local Area Networks. The Local Area Network

standards provide for data transfer between computers and/or computer terminals and include

such widely known standards as Ethernet and Token Ring as well as the Wireless LAN standard.

Many of the IEEE 802 standards have been adopted by the ISO/IEC as International Standards.

In 1997, the Committee adopted IEEE Std 802.11 - 1997, a standard for wireless Medium

Access Control and Physical Layer protocols using the 2450 MHz ISM band for data rates up to

2 Mbit/s. Participants have a major investment in the development of the standard. Since 1990

when the effort started, the IEEE 802.11 Working Group has assembled 6 times a year to develop

the draft, with an average of 80 persons participating.  The participants are employed by

companies from industries, such as manufacturers of computers, computer peripherals and chips

and radio equipment, as well as aircraft manufacturers, service industries, government agencies

and heavy industry.  In addition to participants from the USA, there are participants from

locations over the world, such as Canada,  Europe, Japan, Israel, Korea and the Republic of

China.

The ISO/IEC international standards organizations adopted an updated version of IEEE Std

802.11 - 1997 as an International Standard. The combined IEEE/ISO/IEC standard will be

published in October of this year.

Additionally, the IEEE 802.11 Working Group is working to extend the standard for

operation at higher data rates in the 5GHz range.

The strong interest in wireless local area networking is evidenced by the number of individuals

and corresponding company sponsorships in the IEEE P802.11 working group.  The IEEE

802.11 Working Group currently has 86 voting members employed by 58 companies.
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The following is a partial list of companies that are already offering or have announced

standards-based components or products:

• Aironet Wireless Communications Inc

• AMD

• Bay Networks

• Breezecom

• Cabletron Systems Inc.

• Harris Semiconductor

• InTalk

• Intermec

• Lucent Technologies

• No Wires Needed

• NDC Communicatons

• OKI Semiconductor

• Phillips Semiconductor

• Proxim

• Raytheon

• Symbol Technologies

The growing market acceptance of wireless LANs is evidenced by an industry growth rate of

between 40% and 60% for the past 5 years. The introduction of the IEEE standard is expected to

accelerate wireless LAN adoption.
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Detailed Comments

Wide regional and global designation of spectrum for similar usage is important to the

successful implementation of new wireless services and technologies. The US U-NII regulations

allocate 300 MHz in the 5 GHz range for unlicensed use, and in Europe, CEPT provides 150MHz

from 5.15GHz to 5.30GHz for unlicensed high-speed computer connections. The IEEE 802.11

Committee warmly supports Industry Canada’s efforts to provide Licence Exempt Local Area

Network spectrum. It will be an important step in making licence exempt 5 GHz spectrum

globally available for innovative applications and services.

The IEEE 802.11 5GHz Higher Speed Working Group intends to coordinate the IEEE 5GHz

draft standard with the ETSI BRAN project. The Working Group has selected an Orthogonal

Frequency Division Multiplexing modulation, which was also selected recently for ETSI

standardization, as a basis for its standard and has appointed a liaison to ETSI for the purpose of

defining common modulation parameters.

Lower and Middle Band Distinctions

With regard to Industry Canada's request for comments on what characteristic and operational

limitations should be imposed on LE-LAN devices in 5150-5250 MHz (the lower band) to ensure

compatibility with aeronautical radio-navigation and fixed satellite services (reference section 3.1a

of DGTP-010-98), the IEEE 802.11 Working Group Committee recommends that Industry

Canada harmonize the 5.15-5.35GHz lower and middle bands with ETSI 5.15-5.30GHz

HIPERLAN 1 regulations and United States Unlicensed-National Information Infrastructure 5.25-

5.35GHz middle band regulations permitting 1 Watt Equivalent Isotropic Radiated Power and

outdoor operation.
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Several industry reviews of more stringent limitations imposed on the lower band by other

countries, reducing the permissible power levels and restricting operations to indoor-only

operations, may have excessively reduced the effectiveness and efficiency of operations in this

band for only a negligible reduction of ambient noise to other operators in this band. The IEEE

802.11 Working Group Committee would ask Industry Canada to give any such limitation and the

resultant loss of effectiveness full review before consideration for adoption.
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Summary

The IEEE 802.11 Working Group is working currently on an extension of its standard to

higher data rates in the 5 GHz band. The Working Group is cooperating  with the European ETSI

BRAN project and with the Japanese MMAC (Multimedia Mobile Access Communications)

Promotion Council to create a truly worldwide applicable Physical Layer in the 5 GHz band. In

this context Industry Canada’s efforts to provide Licence Exempt Local Area Network spectrum

are warmly supported by the IEEE 802.11 Committee.

The IEEE 802.11 Working Group Committee recommends that Industry Canada will allow

1 Watt EIRP and outdoor operation in the 5.15-5.35GHz band. The IEEE 802.11 Committee

recommends Industry Canada not to impose excessive restrictions on operation, as adopted by

some other countries, of the LE-LAN in the 5.15-5.25 GHz in view of the important social role of

these new LE-LAN based services and only a negligible performance degradation to other

services.
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